## Overheard in Mather: Shuttle Stop Relocation Edition

*Is nothing sacred?*

“Now I definitely won’t be able to make it to class on time.”

“The shuttle sprint just turned into the shuttle 5k.”

“So that’s what that white tent is!”

“Where is Grant Street?”

“If I’m walking that far already, I might as well not take the shuttle.”

“Six weeks for utility work? They better be paving the streets with gold.”

“Block parties everyday!”

“DUNSTER!!! >:( ”
Don’t forget to attend Happy Hour this week! The theme is Oktogafest: Cowperthwaite Memorial. So come in a toga, or black (to mourn the closing of Cowperthwaite Street), or a black toga (to kill two birds with one stone).

A Good Handshake…
More career advice, sourced from the experts

A good handshake is like a good kiss—you have to match what the other person is doing.

A good handshake is like a good kiss—firm, but not aggressive.

A good handshake is like a good kiss—afterward, you can’t stop thinking about it.

A good handshake is like a good kiss—wet and sloppy, with a lot of tongue.

A good handshake is like a good kiss—biting can be nice if deployed correctly.

Top Ten Most Common Questions Asked After a Three-Day Weekend

10. Why can’t we have this every weekend?
9. Should I accept a three-day weekend with no complaint despite the reprehensible roots of the holiday?
8. Why did I have so much work?
7. Why does sleeping feel so good?
6. Do sections meet this week?
5. Why does a three-day weekend feel shorter than a regular weekend?
4. Why did I do so little work?
3. Why am I still so tired?
2. When’s the next three day weekend?
1. Where did the time go?

Airbnb meets GG
We’re hard-up for cash, but not for long! The Gazette’s breaking into the real estate biz.

Cambridge Hideaway: One quiet room w/ panoramic views of the Charles and Boston. You will have to share the bathroom with five lovely, smart girls. Breakfast, lunch, and dinner provided (buffet-style!). Take a walk in our private courtyard, gaze at the ivy covered walls. You’ll love this academic retreat!

Suburban Splendor: Enjoy a blast from the past in this room that will bring you right back to your childhood. Marvel at the pristine doll collection, kept in a glass display case. Spend your free time in the family room—the TV is as deep as they come. You’ll enjoy your stay with two very loving, if a tad overbearing, homeowners. Dinner included, but the kitchen closes at nine o’clock, and you’ve got to put your dishes in the sink.

What Your Faculty Dinner Guest Choice Says About You

If you asked a “big shot professor”… your favorite author is Ayn Rand

If you asked your TF… you’re hoping to improve your grade in the class

If you asked Drew Gilpin Faust… you’re a gutsy character—your friends describe you as someone who “goes big or goes home,” OR you love the Civil War

If you asked no one… you’re the average Matherite—better get on it, or you’ll be eating Qdoba come October 28

If you asked a University administrator… your favorite author is Max Weber

If you signed up without a guest… you just want a nice HUDS meal

If you asked your thesis adviser… you believe in multitasking

Questions, comments, suggestions? Email us! gorillagazette@gmail.com